CALL FOR ENTRIES
HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO NEW YORK CITY? - EXHIBITION - GALLERY LE COCON - HAMBURG

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO NEW YORK CITY?
Exhibition at Gallery Le Cocon - Hamburg - December 1st - 31st 2007

In 1983 we nearly managed and we even got into buying 'the alternative travel guide',
but other things happened... So, in the end, we didn't manage to get there and it's still a dream
For the time being, our upcoming exhibition 'Have you ever been to New York City?' will provide us with the 'alternative'
inspiration to finally realize a marvelous and unforgettable visit to New York City.
Until it's time is right to go there, let's get inspired with the assembly of a wide range of Artistic expressions
(paintings, photos, objects, sculptures, audio-visual productions) and any other kind of creative and inspiring impressions from
this vivacious city, to be shown within our '1000 fascinating facets & aspects of the Big Apple' exhibition 'Have you ever been to
New York City?'.
From our special 'highlight' opening on December 1st at 6.00 PM until the year 2007 ends, we will proudly present this exhibition
to the wider public.
Did you already pay a visit to New York City?
Please share your artistic knowledge with us in this exhibition. Share the extraordinary, special, unique, incomparable sights,
situations, individuals, art, artists, galleries and stories.
The famous museum exhibitions and well-known sightseeing places we will figure out on our own. Forward us your information
on the human being "behind" the art and the life behind the sparkling surfaces. Tell us about those who create art in a
passionate and artistic struggle for life as well as interesting and moving occurrences and stories. It's all very important to us.
Please forward any kind of information worth to be mentioned and that would fit into the above description to us by regular mail
services (letters & postcards).
Galerie Le Cocon
Dagmar Klegin-Bartelings,
Müggenkampstr. 21,
D 20257 Hamburg, Germany
Please do not forward your material by e-mail.
All material to be on display within our upcoming exhibition 'Have you ever been to New York City?'.
ARTISTS with thematic suitable works of art are friendly invited to submit digital material for preview and screening in order to
exhibit their work at our gallery during the 'Have you ever been to New York City?' exhibition.
ARTISTS with a close relation to New York City, because they were born or have been living or working there for a time, we
also kindly invite to submit digital material for preview and screening to our gallery.
We would be pleased to receive your "insider tips and information” and we are looking forward to receive your feedback in
case you are interested in a participation in our project exhibition.
Please feel free to forward this information to artistic minds within your surroundings.
Current programming of the 'Have you ever been to New York City?' contains work from the Dutch and American artists
Ron Weijers, Pieter Zandvliet, Nikolaj Dielemans, Willem van Veldhuizen, Easton Davy, Toni Dalton, Joe Davis, Joke Schot,
Ben Game and Carolien Vermeulen. Together they developed the project Global Frequency Tabasco Tabernacle.
An international organized and produced extremely artistic audio-visual DVD project developed with the participation of over
40 Dutch and American artists and musicians, a project for maximum stimulation of audio visual senses. Within the 'Have you
ever been to New York City?' exhibition, they will show paintings and photography as well as the Tabasco Tabernacle project.
For further information, please contact us at:
galerie@galerie-lecocon.com
phone + fax: +49 (0)40 404218
Also visit our website at: www.galerie-lecocon.com
“ONE DAY WE SHALL GET TO NEW YORK CITY”
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